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Abstract
A new class of small satellites has emerged with mass less than 100 grams: femtosatellites. Compared to
CubeSats, these designs are simple—perhaps just a few sensors serve as the payload. Such a small form factor
requires rethinking each of the traditional satellite subsystems, and possibly doing away with some altogether.
Research efforts are underway to develop proof-of-concepts, launch prototypes, study the orbital mechanics,
and propose innovative mission objectives for femtosatellites. There are many motivating factors. First, the cost
of launching even a 1U CubeSat remains prohibitive to most academic and amateur organizations. A chip-scale
design would cost signiﬁcantly less to put into orbit, and also has economic beneﬁts when mass produced. Second, deploying a constellation of hundreds of tiny satellites provides inherent risk mitigation via redundancy.
Third, this constellation can achieve interesting tasks that simply cannot be accomplished by one single large
satellite orbiting alone. This literature review serves to highlight the advances being made in this ﬁeld. Novel
mission concepts, uniquely suitable for femtosatellites, are reviewed. A synopsis of current design concepts is
presented, where the deﬁning characteristics of each prototype are noted. Proposed methods for controlling the
attitude and orbit of a femtosatellite are summarized, keeping in mind that traditional control methods are not
feasible at such a small scale. The objective for this manuscript is to serve as a starting point for future, more
exhaustive, surveys after continued attention is undoubtedly given to this “femto” class of satellites.

1. Introduction
Over the last 15 years, there has been a signiﬁcant
increase in small satellite missions. At ﬁrst, the concept of a nanosatellite was dismissed as academic,
not capable of providing real value. Puigi-Suari and
Twiggs describe how the CubeSat idea was initially
written off as nothing more than “a toy in space”
(Deepak and Twiggs, 2012). As has been seen, how-

ever, small satellites have opened the doors to space
access for universities, new businesses, and countries
without large established space programs. Small satellites have served as the testbeds for countless new
technologies, while also highlighting the importance
of standardized launch vehicle interfaces. This history has been captured in detail by others (Helvajian
and Janson, 2008; Bouwmeester and Guo, 2010; Selva and Krejci, 2012), so it will not be recounted here.
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When discussing small satellites, the international
community has generally agreed on the mass
classiﬁcations shown in Table 1. Anyone in the space
industry will have seen the downward trend: smaller,
Table 1. Small Satellite Classiﬁcations

Classiﬁcation

Mass

Microsatellite

10–100 kg

Nanosatellite

1–10 kg

Picosatellite

0.1–1 kg

Femtosatellite

10–100 grams

lighter, cheaper. Satellite components are following
the same miniaturization as consumer electronics in
general. What is key for satellites, however, is that
taking a design from just a traditional “small” satellite down to the domain of picosatellites reduces
launch costs by orders of magnitude. Also, new
launch opportunities open up. Tiny satellites can be
delivered as cargo to the International Space Station
(ISS) and then deployed from the ISS, or launched
into orbit as secondary payloads. Consider the upcoming SHERPA launch (Kelley et al., 2015), which
will shatter the current record of 37 satellites deployed in a single launch by delivering 87 to orbit!
Given the priceless knowledge, experience, and
innovation realized from small satellite missions, the
community has no reason to slow down. The race to
the bottom in terms of size has led to the concept of a
femtosatellite, a classiﬁcation for satellites with mass
less than 100 grams. At ﬁrst, this concept might seem
like science ﬁction, but in fact, there are now many
groups around the world working on prototype designs.
For example, there are over 60 teams listed as
competing for the N-Prize, a contest to put a
femtosatellite with a mass between 9.99 and 19.99
grams into orbit, spend less than £999.99 on the
launch, and prove that it completes at least 9 orbits
(N-Prize, 2013). The N-Prize was established “to encourage creativity, originality and inventiveness in
the face of severe odds and impossible ﬁnancial restrictions.” The contest offers two cash prizes, each
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of £9,999.99: one for the ﬁrst entrant to complete the
objective using a partially or wholly reusable launch
system, and one for a non-reusable launch system.
Such tiny satellites are only recently feasible due
to the miniaturization of commercial off-the-shelf
(COTS) electrical components such as microprocessors, solar cells, batteries, GPS receivers, cameras,
and other microelectromechanical systems (MEMS)
components. Even with these advancements, Peck
(2011) notes that miniaturization inevitably means
limitation—less power, fewer instruments, and reduced ability to store and broadcast data. For example, a tiny surface area for solar cells means very limited power available to broadcast a radio signal. Also
related to communication, the antenna clearly will be
restricted in size. With regard to propulsion, there are
several potential solutions for the femtosat platform.
For example, a proposed passive, propellant-less
method relies on Lorentz force actuation (Atchison
and Peck, 2007), while technologies proven for CubeSats, such as MEMS thrusters may ultimately
shrink to sub-100-gram masses. Of course, concerns
about the femtosatellite itself becoming hazardous
orbital debris require that the control system, or lack
thereof, be carefully studied.
Despite these challenges, several groups are advancing the state of the art. This paper presents a survey of these efforts. The remaining subsections of
Section 1 explain the appeal of femtosatellites and
why many groups are motivated to advance the technical readiness of such designs. They also summarize
novel mission objectives that are particularly suitable
for femtosatellites. Section 2 provides a synopsis of
current research efforts world-wide and note the
deﬁning characteristics of each design prototype. Finally, Section 3 highlights proposed methods for controlling the attitude and orbit of femtosatellites, since
traditional control methods are not feasible at such a
small form factor. Femtosatellites are already being
touted as the “next little thing” in small satellite missions (Janson and Barnhart, 2013). It is envisioned
that as more attention is given to this design concept,
this manuscript can serve as a starting point for future, more exhaustive, surveys.
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1.1. Motivation
There are several reasons to consider femtosatellites for future space missions. First, launch costs
must be acknowledged. One commercial rideshare
company lists the price for delivering a 3U, 5 kg containerized spacecraft to LEO (low Earth orbit) as
$295,000 (Spaceﬂight Industries, 2015). This is prohibitive to most academic, amateur, and hobbyist organizations. However, if such a 3U CubeSat were to
in turn deploy many femtosatellites after reaching
orbit, the launch cost could be shared among several
groups. Furthermore, that price point is associated
with the risk of one individual CubeSat operating
nominally. If instead the CubeSat were to deploy a
constellation of tiny satellites, the single-point-failure
risk is avoided; if one were to fail, the $295,000
launch cost is not lost.
This observation highlights the high-level advantage of a constellation of hundreds or thousands
of femtosatellites: inherent risk mitigation via redundancy. Should even a large percentage of the tiny satellites in a constellation fail to provide measurement
data, the mission can still succeed. Manchester and
Peck (2011) take this concept further and describe an
entirely new approach for modeling and accounting
for uncertainty in space missions, where the mission
objective is assigned collectively to a cloud of ChipSats rather than a single satellite. Thinking about
mission planning becomes a statistical exercise,
where the number of ChipSats deployed yields a particular conﬁdence level of success.
Another cost saving advantage of femtosatellites
is that multiples can be mass-produced more economically. Janson and Barnhart summarize this with the
trend curves shown in Figure 1. The blue curve represents a minimum-capability 1U CubeSat. The other
three curves represent different approaches for
femtosatellite manufacturing. These data points are
derived from actual vendor component costs. This
preliminary cost model indicates that PCB-based
(printed circuit board) manufacturing methods may
be more cost-effective than MCM-based (multi-chip
module) packaging. In any case, the per-unit cost
comes down when small satellite designs are mass
produced.
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At a higher level, a cost-beneﬁt analysis is required for the overall mission. While detailed cost
models exist for small satellites (i.e. CubeSats), analysis of the femtosatellite classiﬁcation is limited.
Barnhart and Sweeting (2014) have proposed three
design factors to aid in determining the “right size”
for a small satellite mission: spacecraft utility, mission utility, and optimum cost. It can be expected that
future femtosatellite missions will be planned with
these utility versus cost parameters in mind.
And ﬁnally, there is the potential for novel, distributed space missions where a cloud of ChipSats
coordinate to achieve a speciﬁc goal. Measurements
could be made in a 3D volume of interest, as opposed
to a single large satellite orbiting alone. If the ChipSats are deployed from a larger satellite, the main
satellite could continue for further research objectives. In fact, NASA is already planning interplanetary missions that use miniature satellites for additional data collection or communication capabilities.
One example is a proposed future mission to Europa
that will have CubeSats as auxiliary payloads. After
reaching the Jovian system, the main satellite will
release smaller CubeSat probes to enhance the data
collection of the mission (NASA JPL, 2014). A second example is MarCO (Mars Cube One), twin CubeSats that will serve as a communications relay between Earth and the InSight lander on the surface of
Mars (NASA JPL, 2015).
1.2. Proposed Mission Concepts
Femtosatellites are especially suited for distributed satellite systems, which can fall into two categories: cluster and constellation (Barnhart et al.,
2009). The ﬁrst type describes a local cluster, where
the satellites’ positions are actively controlled to remain close to a common target. For example, formation ﬂying would fall under this category. The
second type describes multiple satellites sparsely distributed to achieve various mission objectives. Many
interesting mission objectives have been put forth for
femtosatellites, falling into a few broad categories.
First, there are many opportunities for Earth study
because femtosatellites could provide simultaneous
measurements of space weather phenomena over a
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Figure 1. Unit satellite cost when mass-produced (Janson and Barnhart, 2013; Barnhart, 2008).

large volume. For example, they could detect and
map ionospheric plasma depletions, known as “plasma bubbles,” which cause signal disruptions (Janson
and Barnhart, 2013; Barnhart et al., 2009). It should
also be possible to monitor for terrestrial gamma ray
ﬂashes that sometimes occur during a lighting strike
(Janson and Barnhart, 2013). Orbiting on standby
could be a CubeSat containing an on-demand swarm
of femtosatellites, deployed to collect imagery over a
speciﬁed location on Earth. Each individual image
would be low resolution, but the collective imagery
could be processed into a super-resolution composite
photograph (McVittie and Kumar, 2007).
Unique opportunities for Earth atmospheric study
are also possible. Note that currently, there is a section of the atmosphere above which weather balloons
can go, but below which LEO satellites orbit. In-situ
sampling of the atmosphere in this region could be
achieved by ChipSats, since thermal modeling indicates that a satellite-on-a-chip architecture would see
a peak heating of 105°C during reentry, suggesting
that an integrated circuit could not only survive entry,
but continue to function (Atchison and Peck, 2011).
Second, detailed mapping of the LEO drag environment is possible using different methods. For example, femtosatellites could inﬂate spherical balloons
to become high drag spacecraft, broadcasting their
GPS-derived locations (Janson and Barnhart, 2013).
Alternatively, ChipSats could be equipped with ultrasensitive accelerometers to measure the deceleration
due to atmospheric drag (Barnhart et al., 2009).
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Third, femtosatellites could serve the needs of
their mother spacecraft in interesting ways. Hundreds
or thousands of femtosatellites could orbit their
mother ship to serve as one large sparse-aperature
antenna, essentially becoming a space-based implementation of the terrestrial Very Large Array (Helvajian and Janson, 2008). They could serve as satellite
inspectors by assessing issues like: “improper antenna deployment, micrometeroid damage, surface damage due to impact with materials from the upper
stage, and decreased solar cell output due to surface
contamination” (Janson and Barnhart, 2013). The
femtosatellites themselves could be used for propellant recycling, whereby a femtosat is ejected from the
mothersat, proceeds along a controlled trajectory, and
is later recaptured by the mothersat in such a way that
a desired force is imparted. Repeating this maneuver
could achieve injection into low lunar orbit from an
Earth escape trajectory, or injection into lunar orbit
from the surface of the moon (Helvajian and Janson,
2008).
Fourth, for exploration missions, a satellite could
deploy a large enough number of ChipSats in a cloud
formation to impact a near-Earth object such that,
statistically, at least one of them survives the impact
and transmits sensor data from the surface of the asteroid (Manchester and Peck, 2011). But ﬁnally, perhaps the most important mission of all is to expand
space access to students and hobbyists by dramatically reducing cost and complexity of building and
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launching a spacecraft (Manchester et al., 2013;
Deepak and Twiggs, 2012).
2. Femtosatellite Designs
The satellite-on-a-chip concept dates back to
1994, when Abhay Joshi, president of then-startup
company Discovery Semiconductors Inc., discussed
his aim “to blend electronic, optical and mechanical
functions—micro-machined parts—on a single chip”
in an interview in Military & Aerospace Electronics
(Keller, 1994). Although we have yet to see this particular satellite-on-a-chip architecture demonstrated
in orbit, one group—Pontiﬁcia Universidad Católica
del Perú (PUCP)—has successfully designed,
launched, and tracked a femtosatellite.
Also worth noting is a near-femtosatellite design
concept, the PocketQube. Bob Twiggs, coinventor of
the CubeSat standard, proposed this new standard in
2009 (Deepak and Twiggs, 2012). The architecture is
similar to that of a CubeSat, but smaller, having 5 cm
sides. (In fact, about 8 PocketQubes can ﬁt inside one
CubeSat.) Similar to the unit nomenclature of 1U,
2U, 3U, etc. for CubeSats, PocketQube units (PQU)
are denoted 1P, 2P, 3P, etc., with mass ranging from
200-400 grams, depending on how many units
(PocketQube Shop, 2015). Thus, PocketQubes designed to date are not quite in the femtosatellite class
of less than 100 grams, but are close.
For example, the Eagle-1 PocketQube, shown in
Figure 2, is a testbed for a de-orbit system designed
by Morehead State. The system works by deploying a

Figure 2. Model of Eagle-1 PocketQube with solar panels deployed (Morehead State University and Kentucky Space, 2009).
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PCB and copper substrate-based structure that increases the surface area, thereby increasing atmospheric drag in LEO. An additional beneﬁt is that the
radar cross-section increases, allowing space surveillance radar to track PocketQube and conﬁrm that it is
following a disposal trajectory (Selva and Krejci,
2012). Several other groups are now working on
PocketQube projects as well, but in the following
subsections attention here is restricted to femtosatellite designs that are strictly less than 100 grams in
mass.
2.1. SpaceChip
The goal of SpaceChip, a satellite on a chip
design, is to house all of the functionality of a satellite on a thumbnail-sized integrated circuit (Barnhart
et al., 2007). It is a monolithic design, meaning that
discrete components are not attached separately; this
is illustrated in Figure 3. The design approach relies
on commercial complementary metal-on-silicon

Figure 3. SpaceChip conﬁguration (Barnhart et al., 2007).

(CMOS) technology, limiting the area to 20 x 20 mm.
The ﬁnal SpaceChip is actually composed of two
identical die sandwiched together with the active
sides facing outward, resulting in a ﬁnal mass of approximately 10 g. This solves the issue of maintaining the active side of the wafer towards the sun; one
side at a time is active due to solar illumination.
The payload options are CMOS imagers and a variety of sensors: infrared, magnetic ﬁeld, radiation,
pressure, chemical, proximity, etc. After being deployed from a host satellite in LEO, the SpaceChips
would naturally drift apart, collect scientiﬁc data, and
transmit this information back to the host satellite for
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relay to Earth. The maximum range achieved between SpaceChip and host was 5 m in testing, which
was well below the study’s goal of 1 km. A summary
of the system requirements and testing outcomes is
summarized in Table 2.
2.2. PCBSat
The goal of the satellite on a printed circuit board
design, called PCBSat, was to demonstrate what capabilities could be achieved in a 100 g package
(Barnhart et al., 2009). Commercial components and
fabrication technologies were used. The ﬁnal
conﬁguration is depicted in Figure 4 and summarized
in Table 3. The the ﬁnal mass is 70 g and is shaped to
be compatible with the existing PPOD launcher,
where 15 PCBSats could be jettisoned from each
PPOD.
The design was envisioned for Earth orbit, using
solar energy as the power source. Note that the study

did not identify a radio transmitter capable of being
received from LEO, but this study was in 2009 and
perhaps there is a COTS option available from the
vendors that the authors were evaluating (Atmel and
MaxStream). Otherwise, PCBSat would require a
larger satellite to serve as an intermediary telemetry
relay.
2.3. RyeFemSat
Figure 5 shows RyeFemSat, a femtosatellite design by the space systems dynamics and control
group at Ryerson University (Stuurman and Kumar,
2010). The dimensions of RyeFemSat are chosen
speciﬁcally to allow it to be delivered as a CubeSat
payload. Its mass budget reserves 25 grams for a payload. The components are primarily COTS, with custom fabricated solar scaffolding rails, magnetic
torquers, and planar patch antenna. The radio telemetry link allows for operations at altitudes between

Table 2. SpaceChip System Requirements and Veriﬁcation (Barnhart et al., 2007)

System
Top level

Payload
Orbit
Conﬁguration
and structure
Electrical Power
System

Requirements
SpaceChip shall be implemented on a commercial CMOS process,
suitable for integration of digital, analog, and RF components.
SpaceChip shall meet all mission objectives and support the operations
concept.
The payload shall detect the space weather phenomenon of interest.
A simple demonstration payload shall be considered.
SpaceChip shall operate in an orbit to support the mission.
Conﬁguration shall be a monolithic “satellite on a chip.”
Size shall not exceed typical CMOS process reticle limit.
Mass shall be less than 10 g.
The design shall incorporate a launch-vehicle interface.
Power source shall be solar energy via integrated photovoltaic cells.
Secondary power storage shall be investigated.
Shall be based on a low-power reduced-instruction-set microcontroller.

Data Handling

Comm
Attitude/ Orbit
Control
Propulsion
Thermal Control

Nonvolatile memory technologies shall be investigated.
Design shall withstand natural radiation environment.
2.4-GHz unlicensed ISM band shall be used.
Attitude determination shall not be required.
Orbit-determination options shall be investigated.
Propulsion shall not be required but options shall be investigated.
Passive control shall be used.
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Outcomes
austriamicrosystems SiGeBiCMOS 0.35µm

Limited options
CMOS imager
~500 km altitude
Deviations required
20 x 20 mm maximum
~10 g package
TBD
~1 mW budget
No monolithic option
Design-hardened asynchronous
microcontroller

1 µW RF, 1-km range
External antenna required
Passive ADCS
No orbit determination possible
No monolithic option
Thermal substrate
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Figure 4. (Left) Front of PCBSat. (Center) Back of PCBSat. (Right) Final design (Barnhart et al., 2009).

Table 3. PCBSat Current System Conﬁguration (Barnhart et al., 2009)

System mass
Dimensions
Cost
Payload

Electrical power subsystem

Data handling subsystem

Communications subsystem

Attitude and orbit control subsystem
Thermal control subsystem
Structural subsystem
Propulsion

70 g
9.0×9.5×1 cm (PC104)
$300 per prototype
640×480 CMOS Imager
3.3 V regulated system bus
689 mW silicon solar array
645 mAh Li-ion battery
Peak power tracking
Battery charge regulation
6-channel telemetry
Mega128L microcontroller
3.6864 MHz system clock
2.4 GHz, 60 mW RF
ZigBee protocol
Signal strength telemetry
Passive aerodynamic
Two sun sensors
GPS receiver
Solar cell and battery temperature monitors
TBD
None planned

Figure 5. (Left) Prototype PCB diagram. (Right) Fully assembled RyeFemSat rendering (Stuurman and Kumar, 2010).
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400–800 km, assuming accurate pointing achieved by
the attitude control system.
A microprocessor with embedded radio handles
C&DH and communications. Unlike other designs,
the RyeFemSat uses a planar patch antenna, which
saves volume and avoids the risk of deployment malfunction that comes with conventional monopole or
dipole antennas chosen for other femtosatellite designs. The attitude is ﬁrst measured using a three axis
magnetometer, and then controlled using a Kalman
ﬁlter, three magnetic torque actuators, and passive
drag stabilization. Power is supplied by a lithium
polymer battery, charged by solar arrays.
The RyeFetSat design demonstrates the novel thinking required when working at such small scales; no
screws are used for the mechanical joints. The designers
note that aluminum screws are very susceptible to stripping during installation, and steel screws in general
have a large magnetic signature that is undesirable. So,
either solder or epoxy is used to avoid these issues,
while also avoiding the need for holes in the PCB, simplifying circuit routing.
A prototype RyeFemSat has undergone lab testing
for acceptable radio communication, attitude determination and control, and camera (payload) performance.
Furthermore, numerical simulation has conﬁrmed that
nadir pointing error can be limited to within 1° after two
orbits, and temperature swings are within the tolerances
of the components. FEM analysis concluded that the
design could withstand maximum accelerations of a
Dnepr launch with a safety factor of 26.9.

2.4. WikiSat
The WikiSat group from Universitat Politècnica
de Catalunya, also known as UPC Barcelona Tech,
are one of the teams competing for N-Prize. Their
ongoing research effort is to design not only a
femtosatellite, but also a rockoon launcher capable of
getting the satellite into LEO (Tristancho and
Gutierrez-Cabello, 2011). The ﬁrst stage of the
launch system is a balloon that carries the payload to
an altitude of 36 kilometers. From there, a rocket will
be launched, accelerating until an orbital speed of 7.2
km/sec is reached, placing the satellite into a 250 km
altitude orbit (Izqierdo Jimenez, 2013). The
femtosatellite design is shown in Figure 6.
Components chosen for the WikiSat “satellite-ona-board” are COTS, with the goal of achieving accuracy and reliability at a low cost. A series of budgets—link, mass, thermal, radiation, and ground station coverage—detail how the subsystem requirements are met while staying within the 19.99 grams
mass constraint levied by the N-prize (Tristancho and
Gutierrez-Cabello, 2011). The power system relies on
a coin cell battery, but this is identiﬁed as undesirable
because of the limited power available. Other chosen
key components include: ﬁberglass as the structural
base, optic sensors and IMU for attitude and position
determination, surface mount LNA and high gain antenna for transmission, magnetorquer for attitude
control, and 1.3 Mpx HD camera for imagery.
The ongoing research effort has been documented
in a series of Bachelor and Master Theses by UPC

Figure 6. (Left) WikiSat prototypes, left to right: version 1, 2, 3, and 4 (González Ruﬁán and Naudó Vallverdú, 2011). (Right)
WikiSat version 4 weighs in at 7.6 grams without a battery (Fernandez-Murcia et al., 2011).
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students; the manuscripts are freely available on the
university’s website (Universitat Politècnica de Catalunya, 2015). The completed studies include: validating a COTS microprocessor for space, designing a
ceramic antenna array, implementing a long range
radio link, integrating a camera into the WikiSat design, and designing the Wiki-launcher. While the
WikiSat prototype has not been tested in orbit yet,
there have been many simulations and validation tests
performed in the lab, as well as several tests of the
rockoon launch system that were ﬁlmed and made
available online (WikiSat Project, 2014).
2.5. Pocket-PUCP
The ﬁrst two satellites completely constructed in
Perú happen to be a 1U CubeSat call PUCP-SAT-1,
which carried and deployed an even smaller
femtosatellite, Pocket-PUCP (Heraud P. et al., 2014).
An artist’s illustration of the satellite pair in orbit, as
well as a close-up photo of the femtosatellite, are
shown in Figure 7. Designed and built by the Institute
for Radio Astronomy (INRAS) at the Pontiﬁcia Universidad Católica del Perú (PUCP), their purpose was
to promote education and research while also initiating an ongoing an effort to develop space science and
engineering in Perú. The satellite pair has made history as the ﬁrst CubeSat to launch another satellite; this
was accomplished using the launching mechanism
shown in Figure 8. Furthermore, as of this publication, Pocket-PUCP remains the only femtosatellite to
successfully operate in orbit.

Pocket-PUCP is equipped with one high efﬁciency
(28%) GaInP/GaAs/Ge solar cell, a Li-polymer battery, radio, and three conduction sensors to monitor
the temperatures of internal electric components.
Size, mass, and power characteristics are summarized
in Table 4. After being installed into an Italian
launcher in Rome, the nested satellite pair was
launched from the Yasny Cosmodrome on November
21, 2013. Thirteen days later, on December 4, the
PUCP team received the telemetry signal from
PUCP-SAT-1, which indicated that the CubeSat was
healthy and its batteries were recharging successfully.
Two days after that, on December 6, Pocket-PUCP
was released from PUCP-SAT-1 at an orbital altitude
of 630 km.
Due to limited available power, the femtosatellite
Pocket-PUCP transmits a very weak signal power of
10 mW (Morse code, i.e. OOK, 12 wpm, on 437.20
MHz). From a link budget analysis, it was expected
that the femtosatellite’s signal would be difﬁcult to
track, but this was further complicated by two challenges. First, the ground team’s 8 m dish was not yet
fully constructed, thus only Yagi antennas were
available. Second, after its deployment from the CubeSat, Pocket-PUCP’s position was not exactly
known. Eventually, after a few months, the weak signal was detected with the help of a software-deﬁned
radio receiver to detect the femtosat’s data frame.
2.6. Sprite
Figure 9 depicts an experimental ChipSat ﬂight
unit fabricated by students at Cornell University. The

Figure 7. (Left) Artist’s conception of PUCP-SAT-1 and Pocket-PUCP in orbit (Right) The femtosatellite PocketPUCP (Institute for Radio Astronomy of the Pontiﬁcia Universidad Catolica del Peru, 2014).
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Figure 8. (Left) PUCP-SAT-1 with antennas deployed and Pocket-PUCP (Right) PUCP-SAT-1 with top cover open and
launcher exposed (Heraud P. et al., 2014).

Table 4. Characteristics of the Frst Two Peruvian Satellites (Heraud P. et al., 2014)

Name

Mass (g)

Size

Transmission
Power (mW)

PUCP-SAT-1

1,240

10 x 10 x 10 cm

1,500

Pocket-PUCP

97

84 x 48.5 x 16.4 mm

10

Stabilization
x and z axes via 8 magnets y-axis
via reaction wheel
None

Figure 9. (Left) The Sprite femtosatellite design by Cornell University (Right) KickSat, a 3U CubeSat (Manchester et al.,
2013).

design, called Sprite, is 3.5 x 3.5 cm and only contains the essential components for a spacecraft to
transmit a signal: “seven tiny solar cells, a microprocessor with a built-in radio, an antenna, an ampliﬁer,
and switching circuitry to turn on the microprocessor
whenever there’s enough stored energy to create a
single radio-frequency emission—a digital "beep"”
(Atchison, 2010). It has been part of two missions
thus far.
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First, in 2011, three Sprite prototypes were included in MISSE-8 (Materials International Space
Station Experiment), an external testbed for studying
how materials are effected by the space environment.
The ChipSats were not deployed into orbit, but rather
were mounted on the external pallet for two years and
51 days and then returned for study. Figure 10 shows
the three Sprite units on MISSE-8 and where the experiment was mounted on the outside of ISS. One of
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Figure 10. (Left) The 3 Sprite test articles are circled in yellow (NASA, 2015b). (Center) The MISSE8 mounted outside of ISS
(NASA, 2015b). (Right) Deployment of MISSE-8, circled in red, relative to the ISS structure (NASA, 2015a).

the objectives was to establish whether the transmitted radio pulses could be detected on the ground, but
this was never achieved. The other goal was to understand whether the electrical components could
function for the entire duration of being in space. After assessing the returned units, the group at Cornell
determined that two of the three units could still function and transmit a strong radio signal (Manchester,
2014).
Second, in April 2014, 104 Sprites were launched
inside of a larger 3U CubeSat, called KickSat, as part
of the Educational Launch of Nanosatellites (ELaNa)
program (NASA ELaNa V Launch Public Affairs,
2014). The development of this project is interesting
in its own right, as it was crowd-funded through
Kickstarter and is completely open source (Manchester, 2014). The mission concept was for KickSat to be
inserted into LEO, and after achieving a stable, sunpointing attitude, eject the ChipSats. Deployment occurs after a burn wire unlocks a locking mechanism,
releases a compressed spring, and pulls out four rods
that pass through the corners of the Sprites as shown
in Figure 11, allowing their coiled antennas to push
the Sprites out.
The goal of the mission was for amateur ground
teams to track their signals and thereby demonstrate

that direct communication between femtosatellites in
LEO and Earth ground stations is possible. Also, they
were to serve as a proof of concept that the COTS,
non-radiation-hardened electronic components could
operate in the space environment (Manchester et al.,
2013). Unfortunately, after reaching LEO, the 3U
CubeSat suffered a master clock reset (suspected to
be due to a radiation event) and the software did not
initiate the deployment of the Sprites prior to KickSat
reentering the atmosphere. The Cornell research
group will try again, and have been selected by
NASA for a future launch as part of the CubeSat
launch initiative.
2.7. Silicon Wafer Integrated Femtosatellites
(SWIFT)
The Silicon Wafer Integrated Femtosatellite
(SWIFT) represents an approximately 100-gram class
of satellite made from 3-D silicon wafer fabrication
and integration techniques (Hadaegh et al., 2014).
The design concept includes 6-DOF control, enabling
a synergetic behavior and interaction between the
spacecraft. In particular, the goal is to launch to LEO
a swarm of these femtosatellites capable of maintaining a speciﬁed 3-D shape, such as the illustration in

Figure 11. (Left) Edge-on illustration of the Sprites inside the KickSat deployer, (Right) Deployment of the Sprites
(Manchester et al., 2013).
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Figure 12. The dynamics and control of the SWIFTs
in a swarm conﬁguration have been described in detail (Hadaegh et al., 2014). Potential missions that
would beneﬁt from such a constellation include:
sparse aperture interferometers, distributed sensors
for space weather monitoring, and communication
relays. The authors identify three enabling technologies:
1. successful miniaturization of the propulsion system;
2. component multifunctionality of multichip
modules (MCMs); and
3. low mass, low power electronics for long
distance communication.
In terms of component selection, there are three
approaches: discrete components, chip-level, or wafer-level. The SWIFTs are integrated at the chiplevel, such that discrete components are evaluated
and selected either within a package or separate
packages; this is similar to the PCBSat. Wafer level
integration was avoided because it leads to a monolithic type design, like SpaceChip, which has a higher
development cost. The various components are
shown in Figure 13.
3. Methods for Controlling Attitude and Orbit of
Femtosatellites
The accelerations experienced by spacecraft are
proportional to their size and mass. Atchison and

Peck have analyzed the effect of length scaling for
three different geometries (sphere, cube, and thin
square plate) on environmental perturbations due to
gravity, particle collisions, radiation, and magnetic
ﬁelds. Because of length scaling, some forces that
may be neglected for larger spacecraft will dominate
the acceleration of a spacecraft-on-a-chip architecture. By harnessing these so-called perturbing forces
to achieve useful thrust, novel methods for controlling attitude and orbit parameters are revealed. For
example, ChipSats can achieve signiﬁcant solar pressure acceleration while avoiding the larger-scale
complexities of solar sail deployments (Atchison and
Peck, 2011).
If length is scaled down to the order of millimeters, such as a silicon microchip, the Lorentz force
can provide “inﬁnite-impulse propulsion” (Atchison
and Peck, 2007). A proof-of-concept mission has
been proposed to validate this, whereby two satellites
are simultaneously deployed: one with Lorentz actuation enabled and one with it disabled. One spacecraft
will establish an electrostatic charge such that it experiences the Lorentz force as it moves through the
Earth’s magnetic ﬁeld. Therefore, its orbital deviation
as compared to the other femtosatellite will demonstrate how the Lorentz force can be used to change
the orbit. Atchison and Peck provide details for how
to differentially charge the surfaces of the femtosatellite, and ultimately intend to launch the ﬁrst Lorentzpropelled millimeter-scale satellite. Their design is
shown in Figure 14. With a total system mass of less

Figure 12. SWIFT swarms mimicking the shape of ISS (Hadaegh et al., 2014).
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Figure 13. (Left) Femtosat with digital microthruster system. (Right) Femtosat with warm gas hydrazine system (Hadaegh et al., 2014).

Figure 14. Sample architecture for Lorentz-propelled satellite (Atchison and Peck, 2007).

than 0.15 g, it is actually smaller than the lower limit
of the femtosatellite classiﬁcation.
Another option for maneuvering tiny satellites in
a controlled manner is to use an electrodynamic (ED)
tether to connect two femtosatellites, as illustrated in
Figure 15 (Bell et al., 2013). The fundamental idea is
that current is conducted by the ED tether and emitted from one of the satellites, producing a thrust
force. Simulations by Bell et al. demonstrated that an
ED tether can still extend mission life for the cases
when it cannot fully overcome drag. Also, the tether
could double as an antenna serving the satellite pair.
Being able to reverse the current in either direction
allows the potential to boost and de-boost the satellites. The community has expressed concerns about
femtosatellites themselves becoming orbital debris,
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Electron emitter
Pico / femtosat
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Figure 15. Electrodynamic tether propulsion system (Bell et al.,
2013).

so this could be a straightforward method to prevent
that problem.
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4. Conclusions
All femtosatellite designs face the same challenge: how to house the essential subsystems (power,
communication, data handling, and payload) on a tiny
board or integrated chip. Conﬁned to such a small
form factor, each of the traditional satellite subsystems must be reevaluated, and perhaps even some
omitted entirely. The current paper has reviewed the
designs of seven organizations and summarizes their
main features in Table 5.
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